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PREFACE 
The present Thesis entitled "Fourier's Method Applied To 
Solve Some Mathematical Programming Problems" is 
submitted to the Aligarh Muslim University, Aligarh, India, to 
supplicate the degree of Doctor of Philosophy in Operations 
Research. It consists of the research work carried out by me in 
the Department of Statistics and Operations Research, Aligarh 
Muslim University, Aligarh. 
The development of various methods for the problem of 
Mathematical Programming in diverse fields has been of 
primary concern of the Operations Analysts for last many 
decades. Mathematical Programming is concerned with 
Optimization problems of obtaining the best possible result 
under the circumstances. The result is measured in terms of an 
objective which is minimized or maximized. The 
circumstances are defined by a set of equality and/or 
inequality constraints. 
This Thesis is divided into five chapters, starting with an 
introductory chapter that reviews the related literatures for the 
various types of Mathematical Programming and Fourier's 
Preface ii 
Method that applied and discussed with a numerical 
illustration in the remaining chapters. 
Chapter II: This chapter is based on my research paper "A 
Note on NAZ Cut For Integer Programming" in which a cut 
has been derived inside feasible region of the Linear 
Programming relaxation problem by taking the minimum 
difference from the values of corresponding integer points to 
the optimal value of the objective function. Also A-T Cut has 
then been applied to get the integer optimal solution. A 
Computer Program has also been developed for these cuts. 
Chapter III: This chapter is based on my published research 
paper "Integer Optimum Through Modified Fourier's Method". 
In this chapter we have obtained the optimal solution to the 
LPP by using Fourier's Variable Elimination Method and 
hence adding Naz Cut and A-T Cut we get the Integer optimal 
solution. A Computer Program has also been developed for 
this elimination method. 
Chapter IV: This chapter is based on my research paper 
"Modified Fourier's Method For Solving Multiobjective 
Linear Programming Problems". Since the objectives are often 
Preface 
conflicting in nature, there does not exist a point in the 
feasible region, which simultaneously optimizes all the 
objectives in the MOLP. So we have attempted to optimize 
each objective as best as possible by applying variable 
elimination method. 
Chapter V: This chapter is based on my research paper 
"Modified Fourier's Method For Solving Quadratic 
Programming Problems". K-T necessary conditions have been 
discussed to convert the QPP into an equivalent system of 
linear constraints and hence eliminating the variables, optimal 
solution to the problem is obtained. 
A comprehensive list of references, arranged in alphabetical 
order is also provided at the end of the thesis. 
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Chapter i 
MATHEMATICAL PROGRAMMING 
AND FOURIER'S METHODS 
1.1 An Overview 
Since the beginning of the history of mankind, man has been 
confronted with, and intrigued by the problem of deciding a 
course of action that would be the best for him under 
circumstances. This process of making optional judgment 
according to various criteria is known as the science of 
decision-making. Unfortunately, there was no scientific 
method of solution for such an important class of problems 
until very recently. It is only in 1930s that a systematic 
approach to the decision problem started developing, mainly 
due to the 'New-Deal' in the United States and similar 
attempts in other parts of the world to curve the great 
economic depression prevailing throughout the world during 
this period: As a result during the 1940s, a new science began 
to emerge out. 
About the same time, during World War II, the military 
management in the United Kingdom called upon a group of 
scientists from different disciplines to use their scientific 
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knowledge for providing assistance to several strategic and 
logical war problems. The encouraging results achieved by the 
British scientist soon motivated the military management of 
the U.S.A. to start on similar activities. The methodology 
applied by these scientists to achieve their objectives was 
named as Operations Research (O.R.) because they were 
dealing with "research on military operations". 
Operations Research is a branch of mathematical Sciences 
which is concerned with the application of scientific methods 
and techniques to decision-making problems and with 
establishing the best or optimal solutions. The systematic 
approach to decision making generally involves three closely 
interrelated stages. The first stage towards optimization is to 
express the desired benefits, required efforts and collecting 
the other relevant data, as a function of certain variables that 
may be called "decision variable". The second stage continues 
the process with an analysis of the mathematical model and 
selection of an appropriate numerical technique for finding the 
optimal solution. The third stage consists of finding an 
optimal solution, in most cases on a computer. 
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During the late 1930s in England and early 1940s in the 
United States, the use of the scientific method was extensively 
used to analyze optimization problem solving. World War II 
challenged both countries at that time to develop optimal 
solutions for allocation, transportation and multi-variable type 
problems. The solution procedures developed in the 1940s for 
linear programming problems, transportation problems and 
assignment problems provided the basic characteristics of the 
types of analysis conducted by practitioners of this field of 
study. The modeling techniques studied by operations 
researchers in the 1940s and 1950s usually required algebra or 
calculus for solution purposes. The term "Mathematical 
Programming" was used then, and is still used today, to 
describe the structuring of mathematical symbols into a model 
or program. Mathematical Programming (M.P.) refers to 
techniques for solving a general class of optimization 
problems dealing with the interaction of many variables, 
subject to a set of restraining conditions. Mathematical 
Programming first arose in the field of economics where 
allocation problems had been a subject of long interest to 
economists. Von Neumann in the late 1930s and 1940s 
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developed a linear model of an expanding economy. Leontief 
in 1951 showed a practical solution method for linear type 
problems when demonstrated his input-output model of an 
economy. These economic solution procedures did not provide 
optimal solution, but only a satisfying solution, given the 
model's linear constraints. In 1941, Hitchcock formulated and 
solved the transportation type problem, which was also 
accomplished by Koopmans in 1947. In 1942, Kantorovitch 
formulated but did not solve the transportation problem. In 
1945, the economist G. J. Stigler formulated and solved the 
"minimum cost diet" problem. During World War II a group of 
researchers under the direction of Marshall K. Wood sought to 
solve allocation type problems for the United States Air Force. 
One of the members of this group, George B. Dantzig, 
formulated and devised a solution procedure in 1947 for 
Linear Programming (L.P.) type problems. This solution 
procedure, called the Simplex method, marked the beginning 
of the field of study called mathematical programming. During 
the 1950s other researchers such as David Gale, H.W. Kuhn 
and A.W. Tucker contributed to the theory of duality in LP. 
Others such as Charnes and Cooper contributed numerous LP 
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applications illustrating the use of M.P in managerial 
decision-making. 
1.2 Mathematical Programming Model 
In modern business practice, one of the functions is 
managerial decision making. Managerial decision-making 
involves the choice of an action from alternative courses of 
action to achieve specific objectives in business. A systematic 
approach to the formulation and solution of management 
problems is of great importance for better decision-making. 
Many management problems are formulated in the form of 
mathematical models, which describe the quantitative features 
of all types of industrial problems. M.P techniques are used 
for formulation and solution of managerial problems by 
systematic planning of various productive activities. 
Generally stated, the problem in M.P is to find the unknown 
values of some variables, which will optimize the value of an 
objective function subject to a set of constraints. 
A general Mathematical Programming Problem can be stated 
as following: 
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Max(orMm) Z = f{X) 
Sub. to gi(X)<or=or>bi V i=l,2,...,m 
X>0 
Where Z = value of the objective function which measures 
the effectiveness of the decision choice. 
gj(X) = set of / constraints. 
X= unknown variables that are subject to the control of the 
decision maker. 
bj = available productive resources in limited supply. 
The objective function is a mathematical equation describing a 
functional relationship between various decision variables and 
the outcome of the decisions. The outcome of managerial 
decision-making is the index of performance, and is generally 
measured by profits, sales, costs, or time. Thus, the value of 
the objective function in M.P. is expressed in monetary, 
physical, or some other terms, depending on the nature of the 
problem situation and of the decision to be made. The 
objective function may be either a linear or nonlinear function 
of variables. The objective of the decision maker is to select 
the values of the variables so as to optimize the value of the 
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objective function Z frequently; the decision maker is 
confronted with making a sequence of interrelated decisions 
over time to optimize overall outcomes. This type of decision-
making process is dynamic, rather than static. 
1.3 Linear Programming Problem 
Linear Programming (LP) is a mathematical technique most 
closely associated with operations research and management 
science. Linear programming is concerned with problems, in 
which a linear objective function in terms of decision 
variables is to be optimized (i.e., either minimized or 
maximized) while a set of linear equations, inequalities and 
sign restrictions are imposed on the decision variables as 
requirements (A linear equation/inequality is the one, which 
does not have a multi-degree polynomial within it). A linear 
programming problem is often referred to as an allocation 
problem because it deals with allocation of resources to 
alternative uses. 
A general Linear Programming Problem can be described as 
follows: 
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n 
Max (or Min) Z = ^ cy x ,• 
7=1 
n 
Sub.to X*^(/^/ ^or=or>bi V z=l,2,...,/w 
; = i 
X; >0 V j = l,2,...,n 
Linear Programs have turned out to be appropriate models for 
solving practical problems in many fields. Dantzig first 
conceived the linear programming problem in 1947. Koopman 
and Dantzig coined the name 'Linear Programming' in 1948, 
and Dantzig proposed an effective 'simplex method' for 
solving linear programming problems in 1949. Dantzig 
simplex method solves a linear program by examining the 
extreme points of a convex feasible region. Linear 
programming is often referred to as a Uni-objective 
constrained optimization technique. Uni-objective refers to the 
fact that linear programming problems seek to either maximize 
an objective such as profit or minimize the cost. The 
maximization of profit or minimization of cost is always 
constrained by the real world limitations of finite resources. 
LP allows decision makers an opportunity to combine the 
constraining limitations of the decision environment with the 
interaction of the variables they are seeking to optimize. 
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Development of new techniques for solving LPP is still going 
on. Decades of work on Dantzig's simplex method had failed 
to yield a polynomial-time variant. The first polynomial-time 
LP algorithm called Ellipsoid algorithm, developed by 
Khachiyan (1979), opened up the possibility that non-
combinatorial methods might beat combinatorial one for linear 
programming. Karmarker (1984) developed a new polynomial 
time algorithm, which often outperform simplex method by a 
factor of 50 on real world problems. Some recent polynomial-
time algorithms developed by Reneger (1988), Gonzaga 
(1989), Monteiro and Adler (1989), Vaidya (1990), Reha and 
Tutun (2000) are faster than Karmarkar's algorithm. 
1.4 Integer Programming Problem 
Any decision problem in which the decision variables must 
assume non-fractional or discrete values may be classified as 
an integer optimization problem. In general, an integer 
problem may be constrained or unconstrained, and the function 
representing the objective and constraints may be linear or non 
linear. An integer problem is classified as a linear if, by 
relaxing the integer restriction on the variables, the resulting 
functions are strictly linear. Otherwise, the problem is 
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nonlinear. Integer programming is not a new mathematical 
subject, but until the applications of Operations Research 
became recognized in the late 1940s and early 1950s, most of 
the problems tackled primarily of a pure mathematical nature. 
Integer Linear Programming Problem is the special class of 
linear programming problems where all or some of the 
variables in the optimal solution are restricted to non-negative 
integer values. Such problems are called as 'all integer' or 
'mixed integer' problems depending, respectively, on whether 
all or some of the variables are restricted to integer values. 
The importance of integer optimization in solving practical 
problems evolved as result of the impressive developments in 
the field of Operations Research, particularly the subject of 
linear programming. It was then that both researchers and 
practitioners recognized the need for solving programming 
models in which some or all of the decision variables are 
integers. It was Dantzig who first pointed out in 1949 that the 
transportation problem and hence this class of problems 
always has integer solution given integer valued "demand" and 
"supplies". 
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A general form of Integer Linear Programming Problem may 
be written as: 
n 
Max. Z = ^CjXj 
7=1 
n 
Sub. to ^aijXj<bj , i =l,2,....,m (1-1) 
j=l 
Xj>0 & integer 
If the solution of (1.1) as a linear program does not have the 
required integer property then techniques for achieving it must 
be invoked. The basic approach common to most methods is 
that of successfully deducing complementary linear 
constraints, from the linear constraints of (1.1) and the integer 
requirements, until a "new" linear program is obtained whose 
solution satisfies the integer requirements. The primitive idea 
of new constraint generation appears to have been first 
advanced by Dantzig, Fulkerson and Johnson in 1954 in their 
work on solving a travelling salesman problem, and 
subsequently, by Markowitz and Manne in 1957. In both cases 
the idea was used in an ad hoc manner on specific problems. 
In 1958, Gomory developed a systematic method for new 
constraint generation, applicable to any "pure" problem (1.1) 
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in which all variables are required to be integer valued, which 
guarantees that an integer solution is found (if any exist) in a 
finite number of steps. Then, Deals (1958) and Gomory (1960) 
developed algorithm for the "mixed" integer problem in which 
only a subset of the variables are required to be integer 
valued. In 1960 Gomory generalized the new constraint 
generation idea to obtain a method for the "Pure" problem, 
which requires only addition and subtraction in computation 
(an all-integer method) the data (a,y) of the problem is integer 
valued. Recently papers on "nonlinear" have appeared. In 
Kunzi and Oettli describe a method for minimizing a quadratic 
positive semi-definite function subject to linear and integer 
constraints which is based on solving a sequence of "mixed" 
integer problems; in 1963, Witzgall generalized the idea of 
Gomory's all-integer integer method to solve a problem in 
which the objective is linear, the variable required to be 
integer, and the constraints linear or "parabolic". 
The majority of methods for IP can be broadly classified as 
either 'exact' algorithms or 'heuristic' algorithms. Exact 
methods employ various techniques so as to reduce the number 
of solutions to be searched for arriving eventually at the exact 
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optimal solution. These exact methods include cutting plane • 
methods and branch and bound methods. Gomory (1961) 
developed the cutting plane method in which he systematically 
generates additional constraints by which the feasible region is 
cut down to the convex hull of its integer feasible points. 
Branch and bound technique was introduced by Land of Doig 
in 1960.The term "branch and bound" first appeared in 1963 in 
a paper by Little, Murty, Sweenay & kerl in which the authors 
developed the branch and bound algorithm in a successful 
effort to solve the travelling salesman problem. The first 
practical computational approach was published by Dakin in 
1965, who presented a simple yet interesting variation of Land 
and Doig algorithm. The applications of branch & bound 
method to binary integer programming have become known as 
implicit enumeration. The basic work in this area was done by 
Balas in 1967 & 1969 and by Glover in 1965. Since the 
application of branch and bound have been both enormous and 
wide spread. 
1.5 Multi-objective Optimization 
After the development of the simplex method by Dantzig for 
solving linear programming problems, various aspects of 
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single objective mathematical programming have been studied 
quite extensively. It was however, realized that almost every 
real life problem involves more than one objective. For such 
problems, the decision makers are to deal with several 
objectives conflicting with one another, which are to be 
optimized simultaneously. For instance, in a transportation 
problem, one might like to minimize the operating cost 
minimize the average shipping time, minimize the production 
cost and maximize its capacity. 
An overview of the methods for Multi-objective linear 
programming problems (MOLP) can be found in Zionts 
(1980,1989). Methods for hierarchical MOLP are reviewed in 
Haimes and li (1988). Such methods are needed in large-scale 
problems. A wide survey on the literature of hierarchical multi 
objective analysis is also provided. 
Multi objective programming is a powerful mathematical 
procedure and applicable in decision making to a wide range 
of problems in the govt. Organizations, non -profitable 
organizations and private sector etc. 
A multiple objective linear programming model with P 
objective functions can be stated as fallows: 
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MaxorMin {/i(Z),/2(A'),...,/^(^)} 
Sub. to X eS 
where fj {x) ,V/ = 1,2,...,? is a linear function of the 
decision variable X and S is the set of feasible solutions. The 
ideal solution for a multiple objective linear programming 
problem would be to find that feasible set of decision 
variables X, which would optimize the individual objective 
functions of the problem simultaneously. However, with the 
conflicting objectives in the models, a feasible solution that 
optimizes one objective may not optimize any of the other 
remaining objective functions. This means that what is optimal 
in terms of one of the p objectives is generally not optimal for 
the other P - 1 objectives i.e., multiple objective optimization 
has no way in which we may optimize all the objectives 
simultaneously. A number of methodologies have been 
developed to handle the problem of multiple objectives. 
Methods of multiobjective optimization can be classified in 
many ways according to criteria. In Cohn (1985), they are 
categorized into two relatively distinct subsets: generating 
methods and preference-based method. In generating methods, 
the set of Pareto optimal (or efficient) solutions is generated 
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for the decision maker, who then chooses one of the 
alternatives. In preference-based methods, the preferences of 
the decision maker are taken into consideration as the solution 
process goes on, and the solution that best satisfies the 
decision maker's preferences is selected. 
Infact there is no universally accepted definition of "optimum" 
in multiple objective optimization as in single objective 
optimization, which makes it difficult to even compare results 
of one method to another. Normally the decision about what 
the "best" answer is corresponds to the so-called human 
decision maker Coello (1999). 
1.6 Goal Programming Problem 
The Goal Programming (GP) is the most widely and suitable 
technique for solving the multi-objective linear problems. In 
searching for the origin of the goal programming analysis 
some analysts start with G.B. Dantzig's (1947) iterative 
procedure used in the analysis. While this start may be 
appropriate, it does not focus clearly on the specific nature of 
what is known today as goal programming. The ideas of goal 
programming were originally conceived by Charnes in (1955) 
for solving multi-objective linear programming problems. One 
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of the most significant contributions that stimulated interest in 
the applications of GP was due to Charnes and Cooper in 
1961. They introduced the concept of goal programming in 
connection with unsolvable linear programming problems 
(LPP). Additionally they pointed the issue of goal attainment 
and the value of goal programming in allowing for goals to be 
flexibility included in the model formulation. Another 
contribution during 1960s that had a significant impact on the 
formulation of the goal programming models and their 
application was contained in a text written by Ijiri in 1965. He 
explained the use of "preemptive priority factors " to treat 
multiple conflicting objectives in accordance with their 
importance in the objective function. Ijiri also suggested the 
"generalized inverse approach" and doing so, established goal 
programming as a distinct mathematical programming 
technique. Goal Programming is suitable for the situations 
where a satisfactory solution is sought rather than an optimal 
one that seeks the attainment of more than one goal. It 
attempts to achieve a satisfactory level in the attainment of 
multiple (often conflicting) objectives. Thus goal 
programming, like other multiple objective techniques is 
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meant not for optimizing but for satisfying "as close as 
possible". Since there is no well-accepted Operations Research 
technique to find the optimum solution for multiple objective 
optimization problems, goal programming gives a better 
representation of the actual problem. 
In general the Goal Programming model can be stated as 
follows: 
P 
Min. Z = ^WiPi,di (for k = 1,2,:.K) 
Sub. to ^ajj Xj + dj -df = Z»/ {for i = l,2,...,P) 
Xy,c/r,Jf >0(/or/ = l,2,...P;y = l,2,...«) 
where the objective function minimizes Z, which is the sum of 
weighted deviational variables. P}^ are the preemptive priority 
factors. The weight w is assessed for each /^  deviational 
variable and attached to each k priority factors. The 
objective function is minimized subject to P goal constraints 
where a/,'s are the coefficients for the decision variables ^ / ' s . 
There are n decision variable in the model. The value bj 
represents the right-hand-side for the goal constraint. 
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1.7 Quadratic Programming Problem 
A non-linear programming problem having linear constraints 
and an objective function, which is the sum of a linear and a 
quadratic form is known as Quadratic Programming Problem 
(QPP). The QPP are computationally the least difficult to 
handle. For this reason, quadratic function and programs are 
as widely used as the linear function and programs in 
modeling the optimization problems. 
Mathematical model of a QPP in a vector notations may be 
given as: 
Maximize Q{X) = C'X + X'DX 
Subject to AX<b 
when the objective function Q(^X) in QPP is convex and to be 
minimized the QPP is called convex QPP. Otherwise, it is 
termed as concave QPP. Kunzi, Krelle Oettli (1966) discussed 
various methods for solving conxex QPP. The most popular of 
these are Beale (1959) and Wolfe (1959) methods. In both the 
methods simplex algorithm is used and they are applicable to 
QPP where X'DX is positive semi definite. Rosen (1960) gave 
his method of gradient projection in which he used the 
projection of the gradient of the objective function on the 
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boundary of the feasible domain and proceeded in its direction 
to improve the solution. Tui (1964) gave a procedure for 
concave minimization problem with linear constraints. Ritter 
(1965,1966) developed a procedure to solve non-convex 
minimization problems with linear constraints. The above 
procedures are further improved by Cottle and Mylander 
(1970) andZwart (1974). 
1.8 Fourier's Elimination IVIethod 
In 1826, a French mathematician J. Fourier discussed a method 
to solve the linear inequalities by eliminating the variables. 
He was not concerned with optimizing any expression but 
rather with deriving the set of solutions to a system of 
inequalities (in an analogous way to solving a set of 
simultaneous equations). His method has been rediscovered a 
number of times by different authors. Motzkin (1936) derived 
a method of solving 2-person zero sum games (and vice versa), 
Motzkin's method gives rise to a method of solving LP models 
that in fact turns out to be Fourier's method. Hence the name 
Fourier-Motzkin elimination is often used for the method. 
Dantzig (1963) refers to the method briefly under this name. 
Dines (1919) also rediscover the method. Langford (1927) 
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derived a method of solving a particular problem in 
mathematical logic. He showed, by a constructive method, that 
a theory of Dense Linear Order is decidable. This application 
of Langford's method turns out to be same as Fourier's 
method. Another account of Fourier's method, together with 
additional references, can be found in Duffin (1974). There is 
also related article by Kuhn (1956). 
Fourier-Motzkin method eliminates variable one by one from 
the system of m linear inequalities in n variables until the 
generated set of inequalities (the projected convex set) 
becomes easier to solve. A feasible solution is determined for 
the projected inequality set and this solution is then 
substituted step-by-step back into the original inequality set in 
order to construct a feasible solution to the original set. Each 
of the projected inequality sets has a solution(s) if and only if 
the original system of linear inequalities has solution(s). 
1.9 Fourier's Method of Linear Programming and Its 
Dual 
In 1986, William showed that the Fourier's method could 
comparatively be adapted to solve the linear programming 
problem, i.e., optimizing an objective function subject to 
linear inequalities and equations. The theoretical insight given 
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by this method is demonstrated as well as its clear geometrical 
interpretation. By considering dual of a linear programming 
model it is shown how the method gives rise to a dual method. 
This dual method generates all extreme solutions to a linear 
program. Williams considered the objective function as one of 
the constraints as follows 
Maximize Z 
Sub. to Z-CX<0 
AX<b 
- X < 0 
All the variables in the above linear inequalities can be 
eliminated by Fourier variable elimination method except the 
variable Z. At any iteration, if any constraint is of form Q<d, 
where <i is a negative real number then we conclude that the 
given problem has an infeasible solution. Otherwise, problem 
is solvable. 
After elimination of all the variables we may get the following 
two types of inequalities. 
(i). Z <r, where r is a some real number. 
(ii). 0 < 0 . 
At this stage, we consider only the first type of inequalities 
and we will take only the minimum value of r 's which is the 
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least upper bound for variable Z. The value of the least upper 
bound for Z gives the optimal value to the given linear 
programming problem. 
From the second type of inequalities, we can identify the 
implicit equalities. The constraints, which are used for 
producing the inequality of type, 0<0 are called implicit 
equalities. These equalities are used for finding the affine hull 
of the given polyhedral set. 
1.10 Modified Fourier's l\/letliod for Solving L.P. 
Problems 
After using Kohlar's rule (1967) to eliminate redundant 
constraints some of the generated constraints are still 
redundant. Kanniappan and Thangavel (1998) modified this 
method in order to find which variable should be eliminated 
first. Also in the modified method, the number of additional 
constraints generated is reduced to a considerable extent. They 
have discussed the following procedures for solving L.P 
problems 
Step 1. Construct the following pairwise disjoint sets for all 
variables i.e.. 
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/ ; = {i:An>0} 
IJ= {i:Aa<0} 
where i = \,l,...,m\ j =l,2,...,n 
Step 2. If any of the sets Z"*" or /~ is empty for a variable, 
then the given linear programming problem is unbounded. 
}, where Icj Step 3. Otherwise find the Minimum { 
i<j<n 'J •1 
denotes the number of constraints in the set C. 
Step 4. Choose the index j corresponding to the minimum in 
the above Step 3. 
Step 5. After choosing the variable corresponding to the 
index in Step 4, apply the Fourier variable elimination method 
to eliminate the variable. 
Step 6. Repeat the above steps until all the variables are 
eliminated. 
In the following chapters the Modified Fourier's method is 
broadly discussed for finding the integer solution to the LPP. 
NAZ cut and A-T cut have been used to reach the integer 
optimum. This method is also extended to solve the 
multiobjective linear programming problems. The results 
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obtained by this method represent the efficient solutions for 
each objective function respectively. In the last chapter this 
method is applied for solving the Quadratic Programming 
Problems (QPP). The K-T conditions are used to transform the 
QPP into linear inequalities and complementary slackness 
conditions play an important role to minimize the Lagrangian 
multipliers. 
Chapter II 
AN IMPROVED NAZ CUT FOR INTEGER 
PROGRAMMING PROBLEMS 
2.1 Introduction 
From many years, research has been going on to solve the 
Integer Programming Problems; also there are several 
algorithms available for solving the Integer Programming 
Problems. However, most techniques can be classified either 
Enumeration Techniques given by Land and Doig (1960), 
Balas (1963), Dakin (1965), Lawler and Wood (1966). or 
Cutting Plane methods by Dantzig (1959), Gomory (1963), 
Yong (1968). Enumerations techniques are designed to exploit 
the fact that the feasible region of a branched integer program 
always contains a finite subset of feasible points. Branch and 
Bound, and Implicit Enumeration are the techniques where one 
attempt to enumerate only a small subset of the feasible 
integer points, while concluding that the remaining points are 
inferior to those examined. 
If an optimal solution to a linear programming problem exists, 
the simplex algorithm always finds an extreme point optimum. 
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This is the basic motivation for cutting plane methods. 
Constraints (or cutting planes) are successively added to the 
linear programming relaxation of an integer-programming 
problem in such a way that the current non-integer optimal 
extreme points is cut away or made infeasible. However, this 
is done so that the entire set of integer points remains feasible. 
By proceeding in this manner, a new convex set is constructed 
that eventually has an integer point as an extreme point 
Gomary (1963). Thus, an optimal integer solution can be 
found by solving a sequence of linear programs. 
In this technique a new type of cut is added to the problem 
after finding the solution to the linear programmmg relaxation 
problem. This cut is derived by finding the minimum 
difference from the integer points, which are inside the 
feasible region to the objective surface passing through this 
point and parallel to the objective function surface. The cut 
has been designed in such a way that the total number of 
integer solutions in the resulting feasible region is 
substantially reduced. After adding A-T cut (2005) we can 
obtain the integer optimum. 
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2.2 Derivation of the Cut 
Consider the following pure Integer Programming Problem 
Max Z =cx 
sJ.Af„^„x<b, (2.1) 
x>0 and integer 
and the linear programming relaxation associated with this 
problem is given by 
Max Z =cx 
sJ.A„y,„x<b, (2.2) 
x>0 
First, we solve the linear programming relaxation using any 
LP method. 
Let the solution be x . If x is all integer, then the problem is 
solved. Otherwise, 
Let the k component of x be non-integer with x = b^^. 
k 
The nearest integer values to x be 
x\={bl]and xl = {bl] + \ ={bl}, for k=\,2,...,n 
where [/] is the largest integer less than or equal to / and {/} is 
the smallest integer greater than or equal to /. With such 
bifurcations we can find all the 1" points in the surrounding 
of the non-integer solution x . 
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Denote the set of indices of these 2" points by T. 
Let the objective value at x be Z . Thus, the objective 
function level plane at x will be ex =Z 
Now we find the difference di = Z -cxf , ieT, 
i.e., the difference between the objective function value at 
non-integer solution and the objective function values at 
surrounding integer points, instead of using the formula of 
perpendicular distance discussed by Bari and Shoeb (2003). 
Where xf s, ieT are surrounding integer points around x . 
Now, we search for the feasible point xf, which has a 
minimum positive difference from the objective function 
value. Obviously the negative difference and the differences 
from the infeasible points should be omitted. 
Let S be the set of indices ieT for which, x,- s are feasible. 
Let 
^"-4 d]^ = min di 
A plane passing through this integer point and parallel to the 
objective hyper-plane will be ex =Z . 
Clearly, Z^ <Z*. 
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We will introduce the cut as 
ex >Z. 
This cut is nothing, but same as NAZ cut, developed by Bari 
and Shoeb (2003). 
Where, Z acts as a lower bound for the integer solution to 
the problem (2.2). 
To find the integer optimum solution we add the A-T cut due 
to Bari and Teg (2005) at x^as 
Z X-i i- 0 
j=\ keS 
2.3 Numerical Illustration 
Maximize Z = 2^1 + 3x2 
Subject to 5x\ + 1x2 -^^ 
3xi +5x2 < 15 
xi,X2 >0 and integer 
After solving the linear programming relaxation problem by 
using any conventional Linear Programming method we get 
the non-integer optimal solution as: 
xi=2.37, X2=1.58 and Z = 9.43. 
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So we round off the non-integer solution to the four nearest 
integer points i.e., (2,1), (2,2), (3,1), (3,2). The respective 
differences are 
Difference from the point (2 ,1): 9.43 - 7 = 2.43; 
Difference from the point (2,2): 9.43 -10 = -0.57; 
Difference from the point (3 ,1): 9.43 - 9 = 0.43 and 
Difference from the point (3, 2): 9.43 -12 = -2.57 
We are left with only one feasible point (2,1), which gives the 
minimum positive difference. Now the NAZ cut passing 
through the integer point (2,1) and parallel to the objective 
function is 
2x1 + 3x2 > 7. (2-3) 
To find the integer optimum we add the A-T cut passing 
through the integer point (2,1). 
xi +X2 = 3 (2.4) 
After adding these two cuts (2.3) and (2.4) 
2x1 + 3x2 > 7 
xi + X2 = 3 
We find the optimal integer solution as follows: 
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Iteration 1 
x^=(l,2) with Z ' = 8 
Iteration 2. 
x^={2,\) with Z^=l 
Iteration 3. 
;c^=(0,3) with Z^=9 
Terminating point will be at (0,3) 
Xj = 0, X2= 3 and Z = 9 
This problem may also be seen graphically. 
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2.4 Graphical Illustration 
N 
(0,3) Integer Optimal Solution 
(2.37,1.58) Non-integer Optimal Solution 
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2. Iteration 
=>X' =(2 1) 
ZL" =7 
3. Iteration 
=>X "=(0 3) 
ZL =9 
Terminating point will be at (0 3) with Z* =9. 
^ xr=o 
^ X2'=3. 
The Computer Program is as follows: 
#include<conio.h> 
#include<math.h> 
#include<iostream.h> 
#include<process.h> 
//...FUNCTION DECLARATION. 
void createsetO; 
void createcoordinateO; 
void ckeckmindiffO; 
void constraintssatisfyO; 
void arrenge_z_opt(); 
void createsetsO; 
void selectcoordinateO; 
void caldifferenceO; 
void constraintssatisfysO; 
struct optzcord 
{ 
int oz; 
int oxc[10]; 
}ozc[32],ansozc; 
struct difference 
{ 
float diff; 
int xc[10]; 
}diff[32]; 
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2.5 Computer Program 
The example (given in chapter II) was run on PENTIUM under 
Windows VERSION 98 operating system. The TURBO C*^ 
version 5.0 was used for developing the program. The program 
can easily solve up to five variables problem and takes only 
integer coefficients of objective function and constraints for 
the problem (given in chapter II). The programming code 
(C"^ "^ ), X ,x,x , are represented by XQ, X , 
" 0 1 2 
X ...respectively and Z ,Z ,Z , are represented by ZL, 
ZL', ZL"... respectively. 
The computer program solves the numerical problem as 
follows: 
«-:OUTPUT:-» 
r ' Step: Minimum feasible difference at (2 1) 
=>Xo= (2 1) 
Xol=2 Xo2=l ZL= 7 
« < - - : 2"'' Step: Search for integer optimum: - - » > 
1. Iteration 
=>X'=(1 2) 
ZL =8 
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// GLOBAL VARIABLES 
int num,ob_fun_coeff[10],coeff_of_const[10][10],b[10],nuni_eq,sumx; 
int x[32][10],y[10][2], i terat ion=l; 
float x_opt[10],z_opt; 
// MAIN PROGRAM 
void main() 
{ 
int i ,j ,l ,p,sum=0; 
ansozc.oz=0; 
clrscrO; 
printf("\nthe objective function is liice :") ; 
printf("\nmax Z=cl.xl+c2.x2+c3.x3+ ") ; 
printf("\n\enter the variables(max. limit=10):"); 
scanf("%d",&num); 
for(i=0;i<nuni;i++) 
{ 
printf("\ninput the value of c&d(integer value) :" , i+I) ; 
scanf("%d",&ob_fun_coeff[i]); 
} 
for(i=0;i<num;i++) 
{ 
printf("\ninput the LPR optimum value of x%d:" , i+l ) ; 
scanf("%r,&x_opt[ i ] ) ; 
if(x_opt[i]!=(int)x_opt[i]) 
y[i][0]=(int)x_opt[i]; 
else 
y[i][0]=x_opt[i] ; 
) 
createsetO; 
createcoordinateO; 
printf("\n\nenter the LP relaxation optimal value of objective zu="); 
scanf("%f",&z_opt); 
printf("\n\n***enter the constraints***"); 
printf("\n the no. of constraints:"); 
scanf("%d",&num_eq); 
for(i=0;i<num_eq;i++) 
{ 
for(j=0;j<num;j++) 
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printf("\ninputa%d%d=",i+1 ,j+1); 
scanf("%d",&coeff_of_const[i] |j]); 
} 
printf("\nb%d=",i+l) ; 
scanf("%d",&b[i]); 
} 
cal_difference(); 
ckeckmindisO; 
constraintssatisfysO; 
clrscrO; 
p r i n t f ( " \ n \ n \ t « - : output : - » " ) ; 
c o u t « " \ n \ n \ t l s t step :minimum feasible differences at ( "; 
for(int f=0;f<num;f++) 
c o u t « o z c [ 0 ] . o x c [ f ] « " "; 
c o u t « " ) " ; 
printf("\n\t " ) ; 
printf("\n\t=> xo=("); 
for(f=0;f<nuni;f++) 
printf("xo%d=%d",f+l,ozc[0].oxc[f]); 
printf("\t zl=%d ",ozc[0].oz); 
p r in t f ( " \n \n \ t«<- - : 2nd step:search for integer o p t i m u m : - - » > " ) ; 
printf("\n\t " ) ; 
whi le( l ) 
{ 
if(ansozc.oz>ozc[0].oz| |ozc[0].oz>=(int)z_opt) 
break; 
ansozc=ozc[0]; 
sum=0; 
for(int i=0;i<num;i++) 
sum+=ozc[0].oxc[i]; 
sumx=sum; 
for(i=0;i<num;i++) 
y[i][0]=ozc[0].oxc[i]- l ; 
createsetsO; 
createcoordinateO; 
selectcoordinateO; 
constraintssatisfysO; 
printf("\n\n\t%d. Iteration",iteration); 
printf("\n\t=> Xo"); 
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for(int r=0;r<iteration;r++); 
printf( ); 
printf("= ( " ) ; 
for(int f=0;f<num;f++) 
printfC %d ",ozc[0].oxc[f]); 
printf("\n\t"); 
printfC'ZL"); 
for(r=0;r<iteration;r++) 
printf( ); 
printfC =%d",ozc[0].oz); 
iteration++; 
if(iteration==10) 
break; 
} 
if(ansozc.oz>ozc[0].oz) 
ozc[0]=ansozc; 
printf("\n\n\tTerminating point will be at ( "); 
for(i=0;i<nuni;i++) 
printf("%d",ozc[0].oxc[i]); 
printfC')"); 
printfC with Z*=%d",ozc[0].oz); 
printf("\n\t"); 
for(i=0;i<num;i++) 
printfC => X%d*=% d",i+l,ozc[0].oxc[i]); 
printfC\n ") ; 
getchO; 
} 
//FUNCTIONS FOR CREATE SETS OF COORDINATE.. 
void createsetO 
for(int i=0;i<num;i++) 
y[ i ] [ i ]=y[ i ] [0]+i ; 
} 
//FUNCTION FOR CREATE COORDINATE SET. 
void createcoordianteO 
{ 
int count,k; 
for(int i=0;i<num;i++) 
{ 
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count=0; 
k=0; 
for(int j=0;j<pow(2,nuni);j++) 
{ 
if(k<pow(2,num)/pow(2,i+l)) 
{ 
x[j][il=y[i][01; 
k++; 
} 
else 
{ 
count++; 
xU][ i ]=y[ i ] [ i ] ; 
k++; 
if(count==pow(2,num)/pow(2,i+l)) 
{ 
k=0; 
count=0; 
} 
//FUNCTION FOR CALCULATION OF DIFFERENCE, 
void cal_difference() 
{ 
float c_val; 
int z_val=0; 
int sum=0; 
float min_diff=0.0; 
for(int i=0;i<pow(2,num);i++) 
{ c_val=0; 
sum=0; 
z_val=0; 
for(int j=0;j<num;j++) 
{ 
diff[i].xcU]=x[i]U]; 
z_val+=x[i][j]*ob_fun_coeff[j]; 
sum+=ob_fun_coeff[j]*ob_fun_coeff[j]; 
} 
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min_diff=(z_opt-z_val); 
diff[i].diff=min_diff; 
//FUNCTION FOR CHECKING OF MINIMUM DIFFERENCE 
void ckeckmindiffO 
{ 
struct difference sd; 
for(int i=0;i<pow(2,num);i++) 
{ 
for(int j=0;j<pow(2,num)-i- l ; j++) 
{ 
if((diff[j].dis<=0.0&diff[j+l].diff>=0.0| |(diffO].diff>diff[j+l].diff)) 
{ 
sd=diffU]; 
diffU]=diffU + l ] 
diffU+l]=sd; 
} 
} 
} 
//change 
} 
// FUNCTION FOR CALCULATION OF OPTIMUM Z VALUE BY 
// SATISFYING CONSTRAINTS FOR 1st ITERATION 
void constraints satisfy () 
{ 
int z_val-0,sum=0,flag[10]; 
int(i=0;i<pow(2,num);i++) 
{ 
for(int k=0;k<num_eq;k++) 
{ 
sum=0; 
for(int j=0;j<num;j++) 
sum+=coeff_of_const[k][j]*x[i][j]; 
if(sum<=b[k]) 
f lag[k]=l; 
else 
flag[k]=0; 
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int var=0; 
for(intq=0;q<num_eq;q++) 
if(flag[q]==l) 
var++; 
if(var==num_eq) 
{ 
z_val=0; 
for(int l=0 ; l<num; l++) 
{ 
z_val+=ob_fun_coeff[ l]*x[i][ l] ; 
} 
ozc[i] .oz=z_val; 
} 
else 
{ 
ozc[i].oz=0; 
} 
for(int m=0;m<num;m++) 
ozc[i] .oxc[m]=x[i][m]; 
} 
arrenge_z_opt(); 
} 
//FUNCTION FOR ARRENGING OPTIMAL Z VALUE, 
void arrenge_z_opt() 
struct optzcord opzcd; 
for(int i=0;i<pow(2,num);i++) 
{ 
for(int j=0;j<pow(2,num)-i- l ; j++) 
if(ozc[j].oz<ozc[j + l] .oz&&ozc[j+l] .oz<z_opt)/ /change. 
{ 
opzcd=ozc| j ] ; 
ozc[j]=ozc[j+l] ; 
ozc[j+l]=opzcd; 
//FUNCTION FOR CREATE SET OF COORDINATE FOR 2ND 3RD ITERATION 
void createsetsO 
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[ 
for(int i=0;i<num;i++) 
y[ i ] [ l ]=y[i][0]+2; 
} 
//FUNCTION FOR SELECT COORDINATE SET FOR 2nd 3rd ITERATION 
void selectcoordinateO 
{ 
intsuml=0,sum2=0,xx[10][10], i=0; 
suml=sumx; 
for(int j=0;j<pow(2,num);j++) 
{ 
sum2=0; 
for(int k=0;k<num;k++) 
if(xU][k]>=0) 
sum2+=x[j][k]; 
if(sum==sum2) 
{ 
for ( in t l=0; l<num; l++) 
xx[ i ] [ I ]=xU][ l ] ; 
i++; 
for(intm=0;m<i;m++) 
{ 
for(int s=0;s<num;s++) 
x[m][s]=xx[m][s]; 
) 
for(int a=i;a<pow(2,num);a++) 
{ 
for(intc=0;c<num;c++) 
x[a][c]=0; 
Chapter III 
INTEGER OPTIMUM THROUGH MODIFIED 
FOURIER'S METHOD 
3.1 Introduction 
There are several algorithms to solve the linear programming 
problem as well as integer-programming problem. In 1826, 
Fourier gave a method to solve linear inequalities. William 
(1986) showed that the Fourier's method could be extended to 
solve the linear programming problem. In his method, 
Fourier's variable elimination method generates a new set of 
constraints in which some constraints are redundant in each 
step. Further, even after using Kohlar's rule (1967) to 
eliminate redundant constraints some of the generated 
constraints are still redundant. Kanniappan and Thangavel 
(1998) modified this method by giving a technique to find 
which variable should be eliminated first. Shaifali and Sharma 
(2002) extended this modified method to solve the integer-
programming problem. But this extended method in general, 
does not give the integer optimum solution to the problem. So 
here we have used the NAZ Cut (2003), which reduced the 
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feasible region of the non-integer solution and A-T Cut (2005) 
to get the integer optimum solution. 
3.2 Variable Elimination Procedure 
Let the integer linear programming problem may be written as 
n 
Max. Z = ^CjXj 
n 
Sub. to ^aijXj<bf , i=l,2,....,m 
Xj>0 & integer 
Convert the objective function into a constraint and hence the 
problem is written as a system of linear inequalities with all 
disjoint pairs of inequalities as follows 
n 
Y,ajjXj<bi , i = \,2,...,m + n + l (3.1) 
where all inequalities are written as in (3.1) with variables on 
the left and constants on the right of the < symbol. Since this 
problem is trivial if m=\ or n = l, we assume, to simply the 
discussion, that m>l and n>l. 
Now we apply the following procedure to select the variable, 
which is to be elimination first. 
Construct the pairwise disjoint sets for all variables i.e., 
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Ij= {i:aij>0} 
I]= {i:aij<0} 
lj= {/:«y = 0} 
wherei = 1,2,...,m + n + \; j=\,l,...,n 
Where /y denote the total numbers of constraints having 
variable xj with +ve coefficient. 
Find the Mmimum{ 
i<j<n 'j 
} , where \C\ denotes the number of 
constraints in the set C. 
Let minimum occurs corresponding to the variable xj then this 
variable will be eliminated first. For convenient, suppose y = l 
Now elimination process begins by eliminating x\ by adding 
every pair of inequalities in which x\ appears with a " + 1" 
coefficient in one and " - 1 " coefficient in the other. This 
generates a new system of inequalities, called the reduced 
system in which x\ appears with zero coefficient in all its 
inequalities. The process is repeated with the new system until 
the entire variables eliminated except Z. 
The iterative process stops either when 
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1. it is not possible to carry out the elimination procedure 
on the next variable to be eliminated because all the next 
variable coefficients are +1 (or all -1 ) , or 
2. all variables have already been eliminated. 
For the first of these possibilities, it is easy to find a feasible 
solution; for the second of these possibilities it is easy to find 
a feasible solution of the form ^ .Oxj>y, or show that none 
exists because y>0. If the final solution is feasible, then a 
feasible solution for the original system can be found by a 
sequence of back-substitution steps. 
We can reformulate (3.1) by partitioning its constraints into 
three groups, h,k and /, depending on whether a particular 
constraint has its xi coefficient " > 0 " , " < 0 " , or " = 0". After 
dividing by the absolute value of the coefficient of x\ when 
nonzero and rearranging terms and the order of the 
inequalities, we can write these as 
x\+f,DhjXj<df,, h = \,2,...,H (3.2) 
7=2 
-^1 + TEkjXj<ek, k = l,2,...,K (3.3) 
7=2 
and the remainder 
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f^FijXj<fi, l = \,l,...,L (3.4) 
Note that H + K + L = m, where we assume for the moment that 
H>\ and ^ > 1 . 
Clearly this is equivalent to system (3.1). That is, any solution 
(if one exists) to (3.2), (3.3) and (3.4) is a solution to (3.1) 
and vice versa. We refer to (3.2), (3.3) and (3.4) as the 
original system. Assume that (x\,X2 ,...,Xf,) = (x^ ,X2,—,x„) is a 
feasible solution. Setting a side (1.3) for the moment, the 
elimination of x\ is done by adding the h constraint of (3.2) 
to the k constraint of (3.3), thus obtaining 
n n 
J^Dfjjxj + Y^Eig Xj <dfj+ei, (3.5) 
j=2 J=2 
when we say xi has been "eliminated" from (3.5), we mean 
that the coefficient of ;ci is zero. We do this for every 
combination of h = \,2,...,H and k = \,2,...,K. The new system of 
inequalities obtained by eliminating x\ consists of the L 
inequalities (3.4) and the HxK inequalities (3.5). Since the 
L + HxK are implied by (3.2), (3.3) and (3.4), it follows that 
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(x\,X2 ,...,x„) = (x^,X2,...,x„) is a feasible solution to the 
reduced system (3.4) and (3.5). 
3.3 Search For Integer Optimum 
The Integer Programming Problem is 
n 
Max. Z = ^CjXj 
n 
Sub. to ^ajjXj <bi , i=l,2,....,m 
Xj>0& integer 
The procedure contains following steps: 
Step 1: Solve the above LP relaxation problem through 
Modified Fourier's method. 
Step 2: If this solution is integer, stop. Otherwise round off 
the non-integer solution to the nearest integer. 
Step 3: Find the minimum difference from the integer point 
X , which is inside the feasible region to the objective 
function value at the non-integer solution. 
Step 4: Derive cut passing through this point and parallel to 
the objective function hyper-plane. 
Step 5: Use the A-T cut to find the integer optimum 
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7=1 
3.4 Numerical Illustration 
Max 2=3^1+4X2 
Sub. to 2^1+4^2 < 12 
6J^1-4X2<15 
XxXi > 0 8c integer 
The problem can be written as 
Max Z 
Sub.to Z-3Xi-4X2<0 
2^1+4^2 < 12 
6^1-4^2 < 15 
- X i < 0 
-X2 <0 
/ l 
fl 
h 
u 
h 
We choose the variable for elimination using the Modified 
Fourier Method. For this, we have the following sets. 
i\={h^h) / r = { / i , / 4 } / i = { / 5 } ; 
ii = {h) 
Then the minimum { 
/2 = {/l>/3>/5} 2^ = ^/4} 
n i\ li lo } ={4,3} = 3 
The minimum corresponds to the Index 2, and hence we 
choose the variable Xj for elimination. After using the 
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Fourier variable elimination method, we get the reduced 
inequalities as follows: 
Z-Xx <12 
8X1 < 27 
2^1 < 12 
-Xx<Q 
(fl+fl) 
(/2+/3) 
(/2+4/5) 
(/4) 
^1 
82 
83 
84 
In the above inequalities, g3 is redundant so we will not 
consider it for eliminating the next variable. Now we can 
eliminate the variable X\, and the reduced inequalities are 
8Z<123 (8gi+g2) k 
0<27 (g2+8^4) h2 
We have eliminated all the variables except the variable Z. 
The above inequality h^ gives the optimal value of Z =123/8. 
The inequalities g\ and g2 are used for producing the 
inequality hy. Hence we choose the inequality either gi or g2 
for finding the value of the variable X^. From g\ and by using 
the value of Z, we get Xi=27/8. Similarly, from inequality 
f\, h or h we get ^ 2 = 21/16. 
The above problem gives the non-integer optimal solution as 
^1=3.37, X2 = 1.31 and Z =15.37 
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So we round off the non-integer solution to the four nearest 
integer points i.e., (3,1), (3,2), (4,1) and (4,2). 
The respective differences are 
2.37, -1.63, -0.63 and -4.63 
We are left with only one feasible point (3,1), which gives the 
minimum positive difference. Now the NAZ cut passing 
through the integer point (3 ,1) is 
3J\ri+4^2 >13. (3.6) 
To find the integer optimum we add the A-T cut passing 
through the integer point (3,1). 
^ 1 + ^ 2 = 4 (3.7) 
After adding these two cuts, we get the optimal integer 
solution as: 
Xi=2, X2= 1 and Z = 14 
3.5 Computer Program 
The example (given in chapter III) can run on any Computer 
having Windows operating system. The Microsoft FoxPro 2.6 
was used for developing the program. This program can easily 
solve problem of any finite numbers of variables and 
constraints as well. 
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Z-3X1-4X2<=0 
2X1+4X2 <= 12 
6X1-4X2 <= 15 
-X1<=0 
-X2<=0 
Eliminating X2 
4Z-4X1 <= 48 
32X1 <= 108 
2X1 <= 12 
-X1<=0 
Eliminating XI 
128Z<=1968 
8Z<=144 
<=108 
<=12 
Z= 15.38 
XI =3.38 
X2=1.31 
«--:OUTPUT: - - » 
The Computer Program is as follows: 
clea 
set talk off 
clos all 
use leql 
dime vr(10) 
neq=0 
nvar=0 
@10,10 say "No. of Equations :" get neq 
@ 12,10 say "No. of Variables :" get nvar 
read 
ans = 'N' 
@15,10 say'input data' get ans 
read 
ifuppe(ans)='Y' 
dele all 
pack 
clea 
i=l 
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rw=10 
cl=10 
@8,10SAY"Z" 
DO WHILE I<=NVAR 
CL=CL+10 
XVAR='X'+LTRIM(STR(I)) 
@8,CL+10SAYXVAR 
1=1+1 
ENDDO 
@8,CL+20 SAY "C" 
1=1 
CL=10 
do while i<=neq 
appe blank 
j=l 
@rw,cl get z 
read 
do while j<=nvar 
xvar='x'+ltrim(str(j)) 
@rw,cl+10 get &xvar 
cl=cl+10 
j=j+l 
read 
endd 
@rw,cl+10get c 
read 
i=i+l 
rw=rw+2 
cl=10 
enddo 
endif 
*use leq 
*coun to neq 
clos all 
use leql 
i=2 
do while i<=nvarH 
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fl='leq'+ltrim(str(i))+'.dbf 
dele file &fl 
copy stru to &fl 
i=i+l 
endd 
i=l 
do while i<=nvar+l 
fl='sele '+ltrim(str(i)) 
fll='use '+'leq'+ltrim(str(i))+'.dbf 
&fl 
&fll 
i=i+l 
endd 
sele9 
use elmn 
dele all 
pack 
dime pn(5) 
ii=l 
stt=" 
do while ii<=nvar 
flsl-sele '+ltrim(str(ii)) 
flsll='sele •+ltrim(str(ii+l)) 
&flsl 
JU=1 
sm=999 
do while jy<=nvar 
ifltrim(str(jj))$stt 
ii=jy+i 
loop 
endif 
xvr='x'+ltrim(str(ij)) 
coun to xn for &xvr<0 
coun to xp for &xvr>0 
pn(jj)=xn*xp 
if pn(jj)<sm .and. pnQj)oO 
sm=pn(ij) 
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elvar=jj 
elvarl==xvr 
dvar=ltrim(str(jj)) 
endif 
endd 
sele9 
appe blank 
repl i->elmn with elvar 
•i A ^'»,/ 
&flsl 
coun to neq 
go top 
i=l 
do while i<=neq-l 
goto i 
zz=z 
kk=l 
dimevs(lO) 
do while kk<=nvar 
v='x'+ltrim(str(kk)) 
vs(kk)=&v 
kk=kk+l 
enddo 
cc=c 
skip 
do while .not. eof)[) 
ifvs(elvar)>0 
xxvr='x'+ltrim(str(elvar)) 
if«&xxvr<0 
xxx2=-l*&xxvr 
&flsl 
777=7 
ccc=c 
kk=l 
do while kk<=nvar 
xvi='x'+ltrim(str(kk)) 
^g&si^  
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vr(kk)=&xvr 
kk=kk+l 
enddo 
&flsll 
*sele2 
appe blank 
repl z with (zzz*vs(elvar))+(xxx2*zz) 
kk=l 
do while kk<=nvar 
xvr='x'+ltrim(str(kk)) 
ifkk=elvar 
repl &xvr with 0 
else 
repl &xvr with (vr(kk)*vs(elvar)+(xxx2*vs(kk))) 
endif 
kk=kk+l 
enddo 
repl c with (ccc*vs(elvar))+(xxx2*cc) 
endif 
endif 
ifvs(elvar)<0 
xxx2=-l*vs(elvar) 
xvr='x'+ltrini(str(elvar)) 
if&xvr>0 
zzz=z 
ccc=c 
kk=l 
do while kk<=nvar 
xvi='x'+ltrim(str(kk)) 
vr(kk)=&xvr 
kk=kk+l 
enddo 
&Hsll 
appe blank 
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repl z with (zzz*xxx2)+(vr(elvar)*zz) 
kk=l 
do while kk<=nvar 
xvi='x'+ltrim(str(kk)) 
if kk=elvar 
repl &xvr with 0 
else 
repl &xvr with (vr(kk)*xxx2+(vr(elvar)*vs(kk))) 
endif 
kk=kk+l 
enddo 
•repl b->xl with (a->xl*xxx2)+(a->x2*xxl) 
*repl b->x2 with 0 
repl c with (ccc*xxx2)+(vr(elvar)*cc) 
endif 
endi 
ifvs(elvar)=0 
&flsl 
zzz=z 
ccc=c 
vr=&xvr 
&flsll 
appe blank 
repl z with zz 
kk=l 
do while kk<=nvar 
xvi='x'+ltrim(str(kk)) 
repl &xvr with vs(kk) 
endif 
kk=kk+l 
enddo 
repl c with cc 
endif 
&flsl 
skip 
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enddo 
i=i+l 
enddo 
ii=ii+l 
enddo 
set alter to result 
set alter on 
sele9 
go top 
11=1 
clea 
do while ll<=nvar+l 
flsl='sele '+ltriin(str(ll)) 
&flsl 
i=l 
coun to neql 
go top 
do while i<=neql-l 
chk=str(z)+str(x 1 )+str(x2)+str(x3)+str(x4)+str(x5)+str(c) 
do while .not. eofiQ 
skip 
if chk=str<z)+str(xl)+str(x2)+str(x3)+str(x4)+str(x5)+str(c) .and. .not. dele() 
dele 
endif 
enddo 
i=i+l 
gotoi 
endd 
pack 
go top 
do while .not. eofi() 
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i=l 
ifz=0 
eq=" 
else 
ifz>l 
eq=ltrim(str(z))+'Z' 
else 
eq='Z' 
endif 
endif 
do while i<=nvar 
xvar='X'+ltrim(str(i)) 
if&xvaroO 
if&xvar<0 
if&xvaro-l 
eq=eq+ltrini(str(&xvar))+xvar 
else 
eq=eq+'-'+xvar 
endif 
else 
if&xvar>l 
iflen(eq)>l 
eq=eq+'+'+ltrim(str(&xvar))+xvar 
else 
eq=eq+ltrim(str(&xvar))+xvar 
endif 
else 
iflen(eq)>=l 
eq=eq+'+'+xvar 
else 
eq=eq+xvar 
endif 
endif 
endif 
endif 
i=i+l 
enddo 
eq=eq+' <= '+ltrim(str(c)) 
?eq 
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skip 
endd 
? 
? 
? 
11=11+1 
sele9 
if.not. eof() 
? 
?'Eliminating X'+Itrim(str(elmn)) 
? 
skip 
endif 
&flsl 
endd 
'return 
sele9 
repl all rn with recno() 
*set echo on 
&flsll 
dimepp(10),yy(i) 
mm=nvari-l 
go top 
2z=c/z 
mm=nvar 
i=l 
sele9 
gobott 
j=l 
do while j<=nvar 
PPO)=O 
enddo 
do while i<=nvar 
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xxvr=elmn 
fl=m 
skip -1 
ns='sele '+ltri(str(fl)) 
&fls 
go top 
yy=0 
do while j<=nvar 
xvar='x'+ltrim(str(j)) 
if joxxvr 
yy=yy+pp(j) * &x var 
endif 
enddo 
xdiv='x'+ltrim(str(xxvr)) 
pp(xxvr)=&xdiv 
ifpp(xxvr)>0 
pp(xxvr)=(c+((-l)*(zz*z))+yy)/&xdiv 
else 
pp(xxvr)=((-l)*c+(zz*z)+yy)/((-l)*&xdiv) 
endif 
sele9 
i=i+l 
enddo 
?'Z = ',zz 
i=l 
do while i<=nvar 
?'X'+ltrim(str(i))+' = ' 
??pp(i) 
i=i+l 
enddo 
clos all 
return 
Chapter IV 
MODIFIED FOURIER'S METHOD FOR SOLVING 
MULTI OBJECTIVE LINEAR PROGRAMMING 
4.1 Introduction 
The world has become more complex, as we enter the 
information age; we find that the life inevitably involves 
decision-making, choices and searching for compromises. It is 
only natural to want all of these to be as good as possible, in 
other words optimal. The difficulty here lies in the conflict 
between our various objectives. Most every day decisions and 
compromises are made on the basis of intuition, common 
sense, or all of these. However, there are areas where 
mathematical modeling and programming are needed, such as 
engineering and economics. The problems to be solved vary 
from designing spacecraft, bridges, robots or camera lenses to 
blending sausages, planning and pricing production systems or 
managing pollution problems in environmental control. In this 
case, methods of traditional single objective optimization are 
not enough; we need new ways of thinking new concept and 
new method known as multi objective linear programming. 
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Problems with multiple objectives and criteria are generally 
known as multiple criteria optimization or multiple criteria 
decision making (MCDM) problems. The area of MCDM has 
developed rapidly, as the statistics collected in Steuer et. 
al.(1996) 
Multi-Objective Optimization is a very important research 
topic in the field of Operations Research and Management 
science not only because of the multi criterion nature of the 
problems, but also because there are still many open questions 
in this area. In fact there is no universally accepted definition 
of 'optimum' in multi objective optimization as in the single 
objective optimization. 
Extensive surveys of concepts and methods for multi objective 
optimization are provided in some monographs such as Dyre 
and Sarin (1981), Chankong and Haimes (1983), Chankong et. 
al.(1985), and Steuer (1986). Similar matters are studied in 
Steuer (1989), Stueur and Gardiner (1990), Stewart (1992), 
Hamaida and Kwak (1994), Yoon and Hwang (1995), Martel 
and Aouni (1998). 
There are several methods available in the Operations 
Research literatures, such as method of aggregation, utility 
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theory and analytical hierarchy process to solve the multi-
objective problems. 
Ecker and Kouda (1975) and Ignizio (1982) discussed the 
various approaches to find the set of efficient or non-
dominated solutions. Charnes and Cooper (1961) proposed a 
method of Goal Programming for solving Multi-Objective 
Linear Programming (MOLP). Later, Ijiri (1965), Lee (1972), 
Ignizio (1983) and many others have successfully implemented 
the Linear Goal Programming approach in different decision 
making problems. In 1826, Fourier gave a method to solve 
linear inequalities. Later in 1986, Williams showed that the 
Fourier's method could be extended to solve the Linear 
Programming Problems (LPP). Kanniappan and Thangavel 
(1998) modified this method for LPP. In this paper we apply 
Modified Fourier's Method for solving the Multi-Objective 
Linear Programming Problems. This method gives the set of 
efficient solutions to objective functions. 
4.2 Procedure of Modified Fourier's Method 
We consider the following Multi-Objective LPP as 
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Maximize {Z\ , Z2 ,...,Zf^ } 
n 
with Zi = Y^CijXj , i = l,2,-,k 
Sub. to AX<b 
X>0 
(4.1) 
where A is an m>.n matrix of real numbers, X is an n-
dimensional column vector and b is an m-dimensional column 
vector of real numbers. 
We transform all the objective functions in the form of linear 
inequalities such as: 
Maximize (Z\ Z2,...,Z^) 
n 
Sub.to Zi-yCijXi<0, i=l,2,"',k 
I ^ ^ V J (4 2) 
AX<b 
-X<0 
For eliminating the variables from (4.2), we use the procedure 
given as follows: 
Step 1: 
Construct the following pairwise disjoint sets for all variables 
i.e. 
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/ / = { r : ^ , i > 0 } 
Ij-= {t:Aa<Q} 
Ij^= {t:An = 0} 
where / = 1, 2,...,m 
j=\,2,...,n 
Step 2: 
If any of the sets /y'*' or Ij~ is empty for a variable, then the 
given problem is unbounded. 
Step 3: 
}, where \C\ denotes the Otherwise, find the Mimmum{ 
\<j<n 'J '] 
number of constraints in the set C. 
Step 4: 
Choose the index j corresponding to the minimum in the 
above Step. 
Step 5: 
Let variable Xj corresponds to the index j in Step 4. Then we 
choose this variable to be eliminated first. 
Step 6: 
Apply the Fourier variable elimination method for eliminating 
the variableX.-. 
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Step 7: 
Repeat the above steps until all the variables are eliminated. 
Now we get the following two types of inequalities, 
(i). CZ < r, where r is a vector of real number. 
(ii). 0<d 
(a). If d is some positive real number then the given problem is 
solvable and go to step 8. 
(b). Otherwise, problem is unsolvable and stop the process. 
Step 8: 
Now take all the possible combinations of k inequalities for 
finding the values of all Zj's simultaneously from (i) in the 
above step. 
Step 9: 
Find the set of non-dominated solution (i.e., A solution Z is 
dominated by solution Z if Z is at least as good with respect 
to all the objectives, but better with respect to one or more of 
them. Any solution which is not dominated by any other is a 
viable for selection). 
Step 10: 
Those sets of non-dominated values, which represent the least 
upper bound for Z/'s will be considered as the efficient values 
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of the objective functions. The solutions of decision variables 
can be obtained from the back substitution of the value 
associated with Z/. 
4.3 Numerical Illustration 
Consider the following Multi-objective Linear Programming 
Problem with two objectives. 
Maximize Z\ = X\-\-lX2 
Maximize Z\ = 3Xi + 2A'2 
Subject to Z1+Z2 <4 
Z i - X 2 < 2 
X^,X2>Q 
The problem can be written as 
Maximize 
Subject to 
Z\,Z2 
Zx- Xx- 1X2 <0 
Z2 - 3 ^ 1 - 2 ^ 2 ^ 0 
x^^ X2<^ 
Xx-X2<l 
-Xx <0 
- X 2 < 0 
h 
hi 
h 
64 
bs 
h 
We choose the variable for elimination using the Modified 
Fourier Method. For this, we have the following sets. 
it = {h^h) i\={h^b2,bs) ix={be)\ 
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ii = {h} i2 = {b\^h^h^h) ll = {bs} 
Then the minimum { it x /f , iX y- I2 ) =4 
Where //"= Number of constraints in which, variable Xf 
having positive coefficient. 
The minimum corresponds to the Index 2, and hence we 
choose the variable X2 for elimination. Again using the 
Fourier's variable elimination method. We get the reduced 
inequalities as follows: 
Zi + Xx<8 
Z 2 - ^ l < 8 
2X1 <6 
X i<4 
- X i < 0 
(^+263) 
(62+263) 
(63+64) 
(63+65) 
(*5) 
c\ 
ci 
C2, 
C4 
<^5 
From the above inequalities, C4 is redundant so we will not 
consider it for eliminating the next variable^]. 
Now we can eliminate the variable Xi and the reduced 
inequalities are 
Zi+Z2<16 (C1+C2) ^1 
Z i < 8 (C1+C5) d2 
2Z2<22 (2C2+C3) c/3 
0 < 6 (C3 + 2C-5) ^4 
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We have eliminated all the variables except Z] and Zj-
From the above inequalities comprising Z, and Z2, we can 
obtain all possible values of Zj and Z2 by taking the 
combinations of two inequalities viz (di,d2), (^i,c/3) and 
Now we get the values of (Zj, Z2) respectively as 
(8 , 8) , (5,11) and (8,11). If we compare these sets of values 
then we will find the sets (8,8) (5,11) are non-dominated sets 
having least upper bound of the variables Z\ and Z2 
respectively. By back substitution, the value of the decision 
variables may be obtained. 
From the above results we conclude that 
1. If Zj is more important than Z2, then the values are 
Z i = 8 , Z2 = 8 and ^ i = 0 , ^2 = 4 
2. If Z2 is more important than Zj, then the values are 
Z i = 5 , Z2=l l and X]=3, ^2 = 1 
Chapter V 
MODIFIED FOURIER'S METHOD FOR SOLVING 
QUADRATIC PROGRAMMING PROBLEMS 
5.1 Introduction 
A Quadratic Programming Problem (QPP) is both a special 
case of non-linear programming problem and an extended case 
of linear programming problem, in which the objective 
function is a sum of a linear and a quadratic form and the 
constraints are linear. 
The general mathematical model of a QPP may be written as: 
Maximize Q{X) = C'X + X'DX 
Subject to AX<b 
X>0 
where D is an «x« symmetric matrix and all other symbols are 
usual notations. 
Methods for solving a QPP are developed under the 
assumption that the quadratic form X'DX is concave for 
maximization and convex for minimization. Wolfe (1959), 
using the Kuhn-Tucker (K-T) conditions, developed the 
original approach to QPP. The K-T conditions form a large 
linear program, with additional non-linear complementary 
slackness conditions. Wolfe then utilized a variant of the 
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simplex algorithm which, incorporated provisions to enforce 
the complementary slackness conditions. Many available 
algorithms follow these principles. 
In early 1960s, Cottle and Dantzig, and Lamke developed the 
complementary pivoting theory for solution of QPP. This 
approach solves problems via a process, which allows only 
one of a pair of variables (as dictated by the complementary 
slackness) in any basis. Murtaugh and Sunders (1978) 
discussed an algorithmic approach based on non-linear 
gradients. Beale's Method is also used for solving the QPP. In 
this paper, we apply Fourier's Method to obtain the optimal 
solution to the QPP after deriving the problem into linear 
inequalities by using the Kuhn-Tucker (K-T) necessary 
conditions. Fourier (1826) discovered a method for solving the 
linear inequalities. Later Williams (1986) showed that the 
Fourier's method could be extended to solve the linear 
programming problems. In his method, the Fourier Variable 
Elimination Method generates a new set of constraints in 
which some constraints are redundant. Then Kanniappan and 
Thangavel (1998) modified this method by giving a technique 
to find out which variable should be eliminated first. This 
technique also reduces the number of additional constraints. 
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5.2 Derivation of K-T Conditions 
The K-T necessary conditions are derived for identifying 
stationary points of a QPP subject to inequality constraints. 
This derivation is based on the Lagrangian method. These 
conditions are also sufficient for global optimum if the 
objective function is concave (convex) for maximization 
(minimization) and the solution space is convex set. 
Let QPP is defined as 
Maximize f(X) = C'X + X'DX 
Subject to g{X)<0 
The problem may be written as 
Maximize f{X) = C'X + X'DX 
Subject to g{X)+s'^ = 0 
where S is the slack variable to the constraints g{X)< 0. 
Let A, be the Lagrangian multipliers corresponding to the 
constraints g{X) < 0 
The Lagrangian function is thus given by: 
L{X,X,S)=f{X)-X{g{X) + S^] 
A necessary condition for optimality is that, X be non-
negative for maximization problems. This result is justified as 
follows. The vector X measures the rate of variation of / with 
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respect to g, i.e., X = — , as the right hand side of the 
constraint g (X)<0 changes from 0 to 5g (>0) , the solution 
space becomes less constrained and hence / cannot decrease, 
which implies that / l > 0 . The remaining conditions will now 
be derived as the partial derivatives of L with respect to 
X,X and S. 
| ^ = V/(X)-AVg(X) = 0 
o X 
^ = -2ZS = 0 
dS 
The conditions reduce to 
-2X'D + A'A = C ( 0 
AX + S=b (/•/) 
A'S=0 (m) 
X,X,S^O 
The conditions (/), (//) and (Hi) are respectively referred to as 
dual feasibility, primal feasibility and complementary 
slackness (CS) feasibility conditions. 
The equation AjSj=0 , i=\,2,....,m reveals the following 
results: 
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1. If Aj^O, then Sj =0 . This means that the corresponding 
resource is scarce and, hence, it is consumed completely. 
2. If Sj > 0 , then Aj = 0. This means resource i is not scarce 
and, consequently, it has no effect on the value of f{X). 
5.3 Solution Procedure 
The solution procedure of the Quadratic Programming Problem 
contains following steps: 
Step 1: Convert the inequality constraints into equations by 
introducing slack variables 5/ in the / constraint 
j = l,2,...,wi, and slack variables Yj^ in the j non-negativity 
constraint y =1,2,,..,«. 
Step 2: Construct the Lagrangian function 
m n n 
L{X,S,X,fi,Y) =f{X)-Y,Xi{Y,aijXj -bi + 5 ? ] - ^y";(-^y + ^ O" ) 
where X and /j. are Lagrangian multipliers. 
Step 3: The Kuhn-Tucker (K-T) conditions may be derived 
as 
-2X'D + X'A-^=C 
AX + S=b 
X,X,S>0 
AS= Q = /dX 
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Step 4: Arrange the above equations into a canonical form 
with slack variables S (>0) 
-2X'D + rA-/i<C 
-2X'D + A'A-M>C 
AX<b 
X, X,/2>{i 
Step 5: In step 4, if S > 0 , then to satisfy the 
complementary slackness conditions (A 5 = 0 ) , minimize I , 
the problem becomes as 
Maximize Z=—X 
-IX'D + X'A <C 
-IX'D + X'A >C 
AX<b 
X, A> 0 
Step 6: Arrange the inequalities into an equivalent system of 
linear constraints. 
Z + /l<0 
-2X'D + X'A <C 
2X'D-A'A <-C 
AX<b 
X<Q 
- A < 0 
Step 7: Construct the following pairwise disjoint sets for all 
variables i.e., 
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/ / = { / : ^ ,1>0} 
Ij-= {t:A,^<0} 
where / = 1, 2,...,m 
j=\,2,...,n ' ^^  
Step 8: If any of the sets Ij^ or / . " is empfy-fef^ variable, 
then the given problem is unbounded. 
Step 9: Otherwise, find the Mmimum{ 
\<j<n 
/ t x/7 ] J }, where \C\ 
denotes the number of constraints in the set C 
Step 10: Choose the index j corresponding to the minimum 
in the above Step. Let it be X;. Now we choose this variable 
to be eliminated first. 
Step 11: Apply the Fourier variable elimination method for 
eliminating the variableZy as follows: 
For each kelj^ , le/y~ we add At\ times the inequality 
A]^X<b]^ to -A^t time A\X<bx. In these new inequalities, the 
coefficient Xj is eliminated. 
Repeat the above procedures until all the variables are 
eliminated except the variable Z. The least upper bound for Z 
will be considered as the optimal value of Z. 
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5.4 Numerical Illustration 
Consider the following QPP 
Maximize Q(X) = 2Xi+ 6^2 " ^ \ + ^ ^l-^2 " 2-^ | 
Sub to. Xi + ^ 2 < 2 
- Z i + X 2 < 2 
Xi ,X2>0 
We convert the inequality constraints into equations by 
introducing slack variables S]^ and ^2^ respectively. 
Considering Xi>0 and X2>0 also as the inequality 
constraints, we convert them also into equations by using 
slack variable ^3^ and ^4^. The problem thus becomes: 
Maximize Q{X) = IX^ + 6X2 - X^ + 2X1^2 " 2^2 
Sub to. ^^1+^2+'^ 1^-2=0 
-Xi+X2+52^-2=0 
-XxW=^ , -j\r2+^2^=o 
constructing the Lagrangian function 
L(X,S,X) = IXx + 6X2 - X\ + 1X^X2 - ixl - Xx (^1 + ^ 2 + "^1^ - 2) 
- X2 (-J^i + ^2 + "^ 2^  - 2) - //I (-A i^ + Fi2)+ H2 (-X2 + V2^) 
To derive the necessary and sufficient conditions for maxima 
of L we equate the first-order partial derivatives of L equal to 
zero. Thus we have 
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1X\ — 1X2 + A] ~ /I2 ~ /^ l ~ 2 
- IXx + AX2 + Ai + 2^2 - //2 = 6 
Xx+X2+Sx=2 
-Xx+lX2+S2=2 
Xi,Xi,Si,Hi,Vi>Q ,i = \,l 
In the above equalities, if we assume the slack variables S\ >0 
and S2 >0, then by complementary slackness criteria X\ and ^2 
must be equal to zero. Problem may thus be rewritten as 
follows: 
Maximize Z = - X\-X2 
2 X i - 2 Z 2 + A i - A 2 - A 3 < 2 
IX \ — 1X2 + Aj — X2 — Ar^^l 
- 2 X 1 + 4 ^ 2 + ^ 1 + 2 ^ 2 - ^ 4 <6 
-2Z1+4Z2+A1+2/ I2 - / I4 >6 
^ 1 + ^ 2 ^ 2 
- X i + 2 X 2 ^ 2 
X\,X2,X\,X2 ^ 0 
Arrange the above problem into an equivalent system of linear 
inequalities 
Z + Ai+A2<0 (^1) 
2 : ^ 1 - 2 X 2 + ^ 1 - ^ 2 - ^ 3 ^ 2 {A2) 
- 2 X i + 2 X 2 - A i + A 2 + A 3 < - 2 (^3) 
- 2 X 1 + 4 ^ 2 + ^ 1 + 2 ^ 2 - ; i 4 < 6 (^ 44) 
2 x , - 4x2 - ;ii - 2;i2 + A4 < -6 (^5) 
X i + X 2 < 2 ( ^ ) 
- X i + 2 X 2 < 2 (^7) 
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j r i<o 
• A ] < 0 
•A2<0 
•A3<0 
•A4<0 
(^8) 
Uio) 
(^ll) 
(^12) 
(As) 
We select the variable for elimination by following method. 
I^^ ={^1,^3,^4}, 7^ 2 ={^2'^5'Al} ; ^I, ={Ax,A2,A^), 
^x, ={^2>^5 '^} . -^ Ji ={A^,A^,A'j,A^} 
Minimum{ 
\<j<n n } = {lx2} = 2 
Eliminating first /I3 and A4 simultaneously because, these are 
at independent positions. 
Z + A] + A2 < 0 
0 < 0 
— 1X\ + 1X2 ~ ^\ 
0 < 0 
2 ^ 1 - 4 ^ 2 - ^ 1 -
X, + J^2 ^ 2 
- ^ 1 + 2 ^ 2 ^ 2 
- X l < 0 
- ^ 2 ^ 0 
- A i < 0 
- ^ 2 ^ 0 
+ ; i 2 ^ - 2 
2;i2 < -6 
(A) 
(^2 + ^3) 
(^3 + ^ 2 ) 
(^4 + ^5) 
( ^ 5 + % ) 
(^6) 
(^7) 
(^8) 
( ^ ) 
(Ao) 
(Al) 
(5i) 
(^2) 
(53) 
(^4) 
(55) 
(^6) 
(57) 
(^8) 
(59) 
(Ao) 
(Al) 
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Similarly, eliminating Aj, we get 
Z + 2X2 -2X1 +2X2 <-2 (5i +53) (Q) 
Z-A2+2Xi-4X2<-6 iB^+Bs) (Cj) 
Z + A2<0 
X i + X 2 < 2 
- X i + 2 J ^ 2 ^ 2 
- X ] < 0 
- ^ 2 ^ 0 
- A 2 < 0 
(Bi+Bio) 
(Be) 
(Bj) 
(Bs) 
(Bg) 
(Bu) 
(C3) 
(Q) 
(C5) 
(C6) 
(C7) 
(Q) 
Eliminating A2, we get 
3Z + 2Xi -6X2^-14 (C1+2C2) (A) 
Z - 2 X , + 2 X 2 < - 2 
2Z + 2 J ^ l - 4 Z 2 < - 6 
Z < 0 
X l + X 2 < 2 
- X i + 2 J ^ 2 ^ 2 
- X l < 0 
- X 2 < 0 
g Zi, we get 
4 Z - 4 X 2 < - 1 6 
3 Z - 2 X 2 ^ - 1 0 
3Z-6X2<-U 
3Z-2X2<-^ 
2Z<-2 
2Z-4X2<-6 
Z + 4X2<2 
3 X 2 ^ 4 
^ 2 ^ 2 
- ^ 2 ^ 0 
(A-
(A 
(A-
(^2 
(D3-
(D3-
(^2 
(A-t 
(C1+2C8) 
(C2+C3) 
(C3+C8) 
(C4) 
(C5) 
(C6) 
(C7) 
fD2) 
+ 2D6) 
»-2A) 
+ A ) 
f2D6) 
f2A) 
+ 2A) 
-A) 
(A + A) 
(A) 
(^2) 
(A) 
(^4) 
(A) 
(De) 
(D-i) 
(A) 
(El) 
(E2) 
(£3) 
(^4) 
(£5) 
(^6) 
(^7) 
(^8) 
(^9) 
(£^10) 
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Inequalities £4 , E^ and Eg are redundants. 
Eliminating X2, we get 
5Z<-14 
12Z<-32 
7Z<-18 
9Z < -22 
18Z<-44 
3Z<-6 
Z < 2 
2Z<-2 
(Ei+Ei) 
(3£i+4£8) 
(2E2+Ej) 
(3^2+^8) 
(4^3+6^7) 
(£3+2^8) 
(£7+4£io) 
(£5) 
(i^l) 
(^2) 
(^3) 
(F4) 
(Fs) 
(Fe) 
(Fj) 
(^8) 
From the above inequalities, we find that the least upper 
bound for the variable Z is -14/5 . This value involves the 
inequalities E] and E-j, and from these inequalities we can get 
the variable^2 =6/5. I" the same way, we will obtain the 
variable X^ =4 /5 , /li=14/5 and -^2=^- Now the results may be 
summarized as: 
Q*(X) = 36/5, X*=4/5 and xl = 6l5 
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